Introduction and notation.
Introduction. This paper defines an Eisenstein series E(z, s) of weight k for z in a tube domain and s a complex parameter, and computes its Fourier expansion explicitly. The series is of interest as a special case of the nearly holomorphic functions studied by Shimura and Bluher. Section 2 describes the action of a subgroup of the adelization of a certain orthogonal group on an associated complex domain. A tube domain % is associated to a bilinear form S of signature (2, n) on R n+2 , and the identity component of SO(5, R), the special orthogonal group over R with respect to £, acts on %. Take a totally real algebraic number field F, a symmetric matrix 5 all of whose embedded images S v in M n + 2 (K) under archimedean places v of F have signature (2, n), and the algebraic group G = SO(S, F). Then GA+, a suitable subgroup of the adelization of G, acts on Ή β , a product of tube domains Ή, v over the archimedean places v of F.
Section 3 defines an Eisenstein series E(z,s) for z € Ή a and s € C, and shows that it has a Fourier expansion. The series agrees with a series studied by Indik in the case F = Q. E(z, s) has an associated series E(y,s) for y in a certain subset of CΓA+ Harmonic analysis gives a Fourier expansion of E(y, s) with coefficients δ(Λ, w y ,s), where h runs through a lattice in F n and w y depends on y = Im(z). This transforms back to a Fourier expansion of E (z, s) .
Section 4 expresses the global Fourier coefficient α(/ι, y, s) of E(z, s) as a simple factor multiplied by a product of local coefficents α υ (Λ, y, s), the product being taken over all places of F. For archimedean v, α v (/ι, y, 5) is equal to a certain confluent hypergeometric function f studied by Shimura. Section 5 continues to study the local coefficients of E (z, s) . The coefficients at finite places υ dividing b (where b, an integral ideal of JF, is the level of E(z, s)) are equal to 1. The coefficients at finite places υ not dividing b are power series ot υ (h υ , X) = Σ\ S υ (λj h v )X x evaluated at certain values of X, where the coefficients 5 υ (λ, h υ ) are sums of exponentials.
Section 6 expresses the power series a υ (h υ , X) as a simple rational expression of Euler factors of Hecke L-functions, which depend on the τ -adic nature of the lattice vector h. In some cases a υ (h v ,X) is not expressed precisely, but then it is a polynomial of bounded degree. Taking the product of a v (h v^X ) over finite places υ not dividing b expresses the finite part of α(/ι, y, s) as essentially a product and quotient of Hecke L-functions. Thus the Fourier coefficients of E(zj s) are explicit expressions in well understood functions, up to some polynomial factors. The methods in this section are from Indik.
Section 7 specializes the Eisenstein series to s = 0 to obtain holomorphic and in special cases nearly holomorphic behavior. Also, for certain values of k and s, E(z, s) is either finite or exhibits a simple pole with residue that is holomorphic up to a factor.
My warmest thanks to Goro Shimura for suggesting this problem as a Ph.D thesis and for all his generous help as my advisor.
Notation. Z, Q, R, C, and T denote the integers, the rational, real and complex numbers, and the unit circle {z G C : \z\ = 1}. For an associative ring A with identity, A* denotes the group of invertible elements of A. When A is commutative, M n (A) denotes the ring of n-by-n matrices with entries in A, GL n (R) means M n (i2)*, and SL n (R) denotes the elements of GL n (R) with determinant 1.
( -) denotes the Jacobi symbol, and for x G R, [^J denotes the greatest integer n such that n < x.
Archimedean and adelic preliminaries.
The quadratic forms T and S and the complex domain U. Let n > 2 be an integer, and let T, a symmetric element of M n (R), define a quadratic form of signature (1, n -1) on R n . Write Γ(x, y) = ι xTy and
defining a quadratic form of signature (2,n) on R n+2 , and write
Fix ε e R n such that Γ[ε] = 1. Define a set V of "positive" 
Since j(α, z)~ιaw(z) is 5-isotropic and has bottom entry 1, such an a{z) indeed exists. [lm(w(a(z) ))] follows from (2.2) and the properties of {u,v}. Also, T(Im(α(z)),ε) > 0: because T(Im(a(z))^ε) can not vanish as T is negative definite on { x G R n : T(x, ε) = 0 } but positive at Im(α(z)), it suffices to show T(Im(α(z)),ε) > 0 for one a from the connected group £?, and taking a -I n+2 completes the proof.
Not all of SO(5, R) acts on U because while Q fixes U and -U, the other component interchanges them. Taking a = ( In _ /2 J, so that a(z) = -z, shows this. From (2.2), the action of Q on % is associative and j is a factor of automorphy. The action is well known to be transitive.
The field F and the group G. Let F denote a totally real algebraic number field of degree d, o F the ring of algebraic integers in F, and a = { v u ..., v d } the set of archimedean places of F. Each v G α is an embedding v : F ^ R. Take T a symmetric element of M U {OF) such that T v defines a form of signature (1, n -1) on R n for each v G α. Define 5 as in (2.1), so that the S υ for all t> G a define forms of signature (2, n). For each υGo take an ε v G R n such that T E(z,s\k,φ,b) and its Fourier expansion.
The Eisenstein series
The series E on % a . Fix an integer k. Take a Hecke character φ : F£ -> T (V>(F*) = 1) with ^(α) = ΓLeαSgn^)* for α 6 F β *; let c denote the finite part of its conductor, φ v the vcomponent of φ, and φ L = Y\ υ \ L φ v for any integral ideal i. Let b C F be an integral ideal divisible by c, by 2, and by det-T. (z, s) . E is readily seen to be well-defined. The series converges for sufficiently large Re(s) and has an analytic continuation, as shown in [Sh80] . In the special case F = Q, E reduces to the series studied by Indik in [In] .
Transformation of E. Define subgroups where .7(7,«) = JJ j(7 β , z υ ), 
If, in particular,
then 6 G o£, 7(2;) = z + b, and ^(7, z) = 1. Thus,
The series E on G+DG a+ . Define E(y, s) for y € G+DG a+ and s € C by for y -ax with cv € G + , x e DG a+ .
Here iε means (iε υ ) υeo 6 Ή a . E(y, s) is well defined. Denote this series also E(y). Then
E(ayw) = E(y)J φ (w,iε)~1
for aeG + ,y£ G+DG a +, w E D.
To write E explicitly, first note that
S(u, w(x(iε))) = j(x, iε)~1S(x~1u, w(iε)).
So for a e G+, x e DG a+ ,
The Fourier expansions of E and E. Let V = F n and VA = £. For x,y G VA define a complex number χ(T(a:,y)):
where v \ p, e p (t) = β(the fractional part of -t) for t G Q p , and e( 5 ) = e 2 ™ for 5 G C. Define
since υ = T; 7 + w with τ; ; G V, w G Π/ o^ x F^1), and fix a Haar measure μ on VA. SO that μiYx/V) = 1.
Consider E(τ(v)w) with v G VA and w G Gβ^ as a function on 
teF-j/o) )

LEMMA. S(w(υ),w(iy)) = (-|) T a [-v + iy], where d = [F : Q] and T a [x] = Uvea
Proof. Immediate from Here ^^(a; 
σ{x, s)χ(-T(x, h))dμ{x\
with ξ the confluent hypergeometric function studied by Shimura in [Sh82] . For v e /, the local coefficient does not depend on y and so may be denoted a υ {h,s).
Local Fourier coefficients of E.
The archimedean coefficient ξ(y υ , h v \ k + s,s; T v ). In [Sh82], Shimura defines the functions
where y € V, h e R n , (a,β) 6 C 2 , T defines a form of signature (l,n-l) onR n ; and η*(y,h;a,β;T)
where Q(h) = {i6R" : x±h € P }. Both integrals converge when
where ε is as in section 2 and Γ B (s) = IdetTI-h^-^t-^^Γ (s -I + δ + (hy) = the product of all positive roots to \
-2T(y,h)λ + T[y]T[h} = 0, δ-(hy) = δ + ((-h)y), δ(hy) = δ + (hy)δ.(hy);
and proves the relation
The main result of [Sh82] is that ω can be continued as a holomorphic function in (a, β) to C 2 . Thus, zeros and poles of ξ can be read off from the previous equation.
The next result will be used in Section 7. PROPOSITION This is independent of the choice of π υ since the set being summed over is stable under multiplication by units.
(a) ω(2πy,h;a,0;T) = 2~ne(T(iy,h)) if h €
V; (b) ω(2πy,h;a,0;T) = ω(2πy,h;n/2,β) = 2~1- n π n / 2 - ι e(T(iy,h)) ifT[h] = 0, T(h,ε) > 0;a υ (h,s)-/ δ υ (x)e υ (-T(x,h υ ))dμ υ (x) Jχ£V v = J e υ (-T(x, h υ ))dμ υ (x) = J dμ v (x) = 1.
The power series a υ (h υ ,X).
Definitions. The methods in this section are from Indik [In] . From now on all work is local at a fixed place υ \ b (so that v \ 2 det T), and υ's will be suppressed in the notation; for example, For λ > 0 and a 6 o define the sets
When a = 0, write σ(λ) for σ(λ, α) and so on. We will sometimes use the sets σ(λ, α), ... defined as above but for forms R other than T, in which case they are denoted σ#(λ, α), etc.
Extend the definition of S to
and define
i.e., just sum over primitive vectors.
Recall that q = \p\~λ = #(o/p).
Proof. This is a standard textbook exercise.
Recurrence formula for #σ'(λ, a). Fix λ > 1 and a e o, and recall that v f 2. 
Consequently, #σ'(λ,o) = 9<
n -1 )< λ -1 )#σ'(l,o) /or λ > 1, αnrf ίΛis t oZue depends only on a (mod p). 
. S(λ,h) = S'(\,h) + q n S(λ-2,h/π) for X > 2 and h G V.
Proof.
yepσ(X-2) (mod p λ L)
by the lemma, so we need to evaluate this last sum, which is equal to
he set σ(λ -2) (mod p x~λ L) is stable under translation by any- For n even, define a quadratic character θ by This gives for n even #σ(l) -q n~ι -q^~ι(q -l)#(p), so in the proposition the numerator becomes {\ + q*θ{p)X){l -q%~ιθ(p)X), and the denominator,
Formula for S. (1 + q?θ(p)X)(l -q%θ(p)X)
For n odd the first factor becomes --^ n % . Thus, 1 -Q Ji.
-g" 
The value of a(h,X) when v(T[ti]) = 0. PROPOSITION 6.8. For h e II such that v(T[h']) = 0, a(h,X) is a polynomial H hiV (X) € Q[X] of degree <
The value of a(h, X) when u(T[h']) > 0.
LEMMA. For y E L, h £ L', μ E Z, the following equivalence holds:
For n odd, for n even,
and for n odd, with Fourier coefficients in τr d(2fc+1~f} |AT(det T) |""ϊQ(^), where Q(ψ) is the extension of Q generated by values of ψ.
In the case F = Q, fc = n/2 + 1, ^> = 0 our function also has nonholomorphic terms at 5 = 0. Using Proposition 5.1 gives The residue of E(z, s) at special values of s. Analysis of (5.1) and (6.5) shows that for n even, k = n/2 -1, s = 1, Lt,(A; + 2s + 1 -n/2, θψ~ι)E(z, s; fc, t/», b) is finite unless ψ = θ, in which case it has a simple pole and In (7.5) and (7.6), multiplying the residue by T [y] sd gives a holomorphic function.
